U.S.S. Ganymede January 19, 1999

Kris:
The U.S.S. Ganymede is to remain docked at Starbase 443 and pick up a classified cargo of utmost importance.

Kris:
Starbase personnel will present you with your cargo and further information on its transport, however, be prepared to house a diplomatic delegation for several weeks with the utmost security.

Kris:
Captain Olbrun and Commander Louis have already reported for court martial.  Admiral Hazbin has been relieved of field command and is on undisclosed leave on Starbase 443.

Kris:
<<<<<<<<<BEGIN MISSION>>>>>>>>>>.

John_Sea has been made a spectator

SO_Wilk:
::on the bridge running full tests on sensor systems::

XO_Sirach:
::in his quarters finishing up some last minute paperwork::

CEOBishop:
::in engineering going over final repair details::

CMO_Cole:
::in sickbay looking over reports from Starfleet Medical on the research being conducted on the aliens::

CNS_Warke:
::on bridge::

XO_Sirach:
::leaves his quarters for the bridge::

CO_Vid:
::Enters bridge and looks at the first chair::

AMB_Lili:
:: Entering the Station Commander's briefing room with a small white box ::

EO_Cerdan:
::Coordinating system scans with Bridge crew::

CMO_Cole:
::notes the time and decides to report to the CO for that meeting that was requested::

CEOBishop:
::looks at the paintjob on the new hull section and wonders about the competence of station personnel::

XO_Sirach:
::enters the TL::

XO_Sirach:
TL: Bridge

CMO_Cole:
::leaves sickbay and heads into turbolift, asks Dr. Morden to keep an eye on things:: TL: Bridge

AMB_Lili:
:: Preparing for transport, taking inventory ::

AdmDouhm:
@::on Starbase 443, preparing to board the U.S.S. Ganymede::

XO_Sirach:
::enters bridge::

AdmDouhm:
::boarding::

SO_Wilk:
*Bishop* If you have the time lieutenant, could you confirm all test readings on sensor systems?

AdmDouhm:
::entering turbolift::

XO_Sirach:
::looks around the bridge for a second::

AdmDouhm:
Bridge.

AdmDouhm:
::gloomy::

CEOBishop:
::picks up PADD and looks at it for a second and compares them with his own::SO:They all look in the green here

XO_Sirach:
::walks over to Tactical and begins weapons inventory::

CMO_Cole:
::walks onto bridge and notices he is slightly early, walks over to Warke to see how she is doing after that traumatic therapy session::

AdmDouhm:
::stepping onto bridge::

CMO_Cole:
Warke: Good morning.

CNS_Warke:
Cole:hi Cole

SO_Wilk:
*Bishop*  Thanks, Bishop

CO_Vid:
::Looks around and realizes for the first time how big the bridge looks::

XO_Sirach:
::begins to coordinate the security teams schedule to reflect the arrival of our guest::

CO_Vid:
ALL Adm on the bridge:

CMO_Cole:
::snaps to attn.::

SO_Wilk:
::stands at attention::

AdmDouhm:
CO:  Captain:  Please have the entire on-duty staff meet me in Cargo Bay 1.

AdmDouhm:
CO:  Now.

CNS_Warke:
::stands at attention::

XO_Sirach:
::spins around and stands at attention::

AdmDouhm:
::spinning on heel and getting back into turbolift::

CO_Vid:
ADm. Aye Sir

AdmDouhm:
Turbolift:  Cargo Bay 1.

CO_Vid:
<All>: Duty Staff report to cargo bay 1

EO_Cerdan:
*SO*:  Running diagnostic now everything looks good.

XO_Sirach:
Vid: well he's certainly a pleasant person

CMO_Cole:
::relaxes carefully as the Adm leaves the bridge, contemplating the back pain caused by extensive standing::

CNS_Warke:
Cole:shall we go?

SO_Wilk:
*Cerdan*  Thanks, Cerdan.

CO_Vid:
XO:reserve your opinion Sirach:

CMO_Cole:
Warke: I believe that is the general idea ::smiles:: After you.  ::walks towards turbolift and gestures::

CNS_Warke:
::walks with Cole to turbolift::

XO_Sirach:
Vid: Aye Captain

CMO_Cole:
TL: Cargo Bay One.

CO_Vid:
<Auto Helm engage>

SO_Wilk:
::activates the comm panel to bring in second watch officer::

XO_Sirach:
::stares at the TL for a second, then slowly makes his way towards the TL::

CO_Vid:
::heads to TL>>>>cargo bay1>

SO_Wilk:
::enters TL:  Cargo bay 1

AdmDouhm:
::standing in the Cargo Bay and frowning as the crew enters::

CEOBishop:
Cerdan:We've been ordered to Cargo Bay 1

CNS_Warke:
::they enter cargo bay 1::

CO_Vid:
::Enters Bay::

CEOBishop:
::heads up to the cargo bay::

XO_Sirach:
TL: Cargo Bay 1

SO_Wilk:
::exits the TL and enters the cargo bay::

CMO_Cole:
::walking beside Warke::

CO_Vid:
::stands at attention awaiting Adms. message:

CEOBishop:
::enters cargo bay 1::

CMO_Cole:
::nods to Wayne as he enters::

XO_Sirach:
::enters cargo bay 1::

AdmDouhm:
::rocking back on heels::

CO_Vid:
::watches as crew enters bay::

EO_Cerdan:
::Starts scan on Tactical systems::

SO_Wilk:
::sees Marcus and gives him quick smile::

CMO_Cole:
::standing at attention, somewhat::

XO_Sirach:
::stands at attention::

CEOBishop:
*Cerdan*:Report to Cargo Bay 1  on the double

EO_Cerdan:
*CEO* Aye.

CEOBishop:
::looks up and stands to attention::

EO_Cerdan:
::Enters CB1

AdmDouhm:
All:  Now that you are finally here.  ::scowl::

AdmDouhm:
All:  Please join me in welcoming your new Commanding Officer, Captain Vid.

AdmDouhm:
::nodding at Vid::

CO_Vid:
::Nods to Adm::

EO_Cerdan:
::Silently steps in behind Chief::

AMB_Lili:
:: Fretting about these cramped working spaces ::

AdmDouhm:
All:  I'm sure you will give him the service this crew is ah...known for giving.

SO_Wilk:
::smiles at Vid::

CEOBishop:
::shoots Cerdan a cool glance and returns to attention::

AdmDouhm:
CO:  I'm sure you have a few words to say, as well as announcing your Executive Officer.  ::stepping aside::

CO_Vid:
::looks over the crew disregarding the Adm's sarcasm::

CMO_Cole:
::nods to Vid, trying to communicate his opinion about the Adm silently::

CO_Vid:
I would like to honor a tradition known to Starfleet by dedicating a plaque to our former Capt. Olbrun

CO_Vid:
::pulls plaque from tunic::

SO_Wilk:
::watches the new captain with intensity::

AdmDouhm:
::starts the applause::

AdmDouhm:
::with a scowl::

CO_Vid:
It reads ... For Valiant service to duty ship and crew Dara/Taniele Olbrun Commanding Officer USS Ganymede

SO_Wilk:
::claps::

AdmDouhm:
Hm.

XO_Sirach:
::still standing at attention and attention applauding::

CNS_Warke:
::applauds::

CMO_Cole:
::claps::

CEOBishop:
::begins clapping while noticing that the admiral has all the warmness of a brick::

CO_Vid:
And now I would like to introduce our new XO Lt. Sirach

AdmDouhm:
::rocking back on heels again::

XO_Sirach:
::steps forward and walks over next to Vid::

CO_Vid:
I am sure you will support him as you did XO Louis

AdmDouhm:
::applause again::

CMO_Cole:
::applauds::

SO_Wilk:
::nods to Sirach and claps::

CEOBishop:
::claps, while making a mental note to "keeps tabs on the admiral as he frequents the ship::

EO_Cerdan:
::Applauds while thinking,Vulcan CO,lots of training sims::

CMO_Cole:
::wonders if the Admiral has any outstanding medical conditions resulting in picky hormones::

AdmDouhm:
::impatiently awaiting Sirach's words::

AdmDouhm:
::rocking back on heels::

XO_Sirach:
::looks at the crew:: I'd like to thank our new Captain for this great honor to serve as this ship's new XO

AMB_Lili:
:: Growing impatient with the Starfleet hosts ::

CNS_Warke:
::observing Sirach::

CO_Vid:
::Looks over to Sirach and nods::

CMO_Cole:
::watching Sirach::

XO_Sirach:
I'd like to assure you that I'll do my best to fulfill the footsteps of those that have gone before me

CO_Vid:
Adm: anything more?:

XO_Sirach:
::steps back::

AdmDouhm:
CO:  No, that will be all.  Get everyone back to work.

AdmDouhm:
::frown::

CO_Vid:
Adm:Aye Sir:

CMO_Cole:
~~~~~Warke: A potential patient there?~~~~~~

XO_Sirach:
::looks at the Admiral with a fake smile::

AdmDouhm:
CO:  Your guest should be arriving right about now.  I'll be leaving.  Good Luck.

AdmDouhm:
::beating a hasty retreat::

CO_Vid:
Bishop:have your TL chief notify me when our guests arrive:

CEOBishop:
CO:Aye Sir

CNS_Warke:
~~~~Cole:everyone is a potential patient~~~~

AdmDouhm:
ACTION: THE ADMIRAL RETURNS TO THE STARBASE.

SO_Wilk:
::whispers to Cole::  Think you can give the Admiral a colonic hydrotherapy session?

CMO_Cole:
~~~~Some more than others.~~~~~

CO_Vid:
MO/CNS: stay behind we need to talk:

CMO_Cole:
CO: Aye sir.

CNS_Warke:
~~~Cole:true~~~

CNS_Warke:
Vid:Aye sir

CMO_Cole:
::quietly to Wilk:: The thought had crossed my mind.

XO_Sirach:
CO: Well done, I'm going to return to the bridge to finalize preparations for our guest

AMB_Lili:
*Ganymede* Ambassador Lili here, I'm ready to board. Please be quick.

SO_Wilk:
::chuckles and heads for the TL::

XO_Sirach:
::enters TL::

XO_Sirach:
TL: Bridge please

SO_Wilk:
Sirach:  Congratulations, sir

XO_Sirach:
SO: Thank you

CNS_Warke:
~~~Cole:already thinking of how to deal with the Amd.?~~~

CO_Vid:
MO?CNS: due too the recent events I want discreet physical and mental exams done on the crew. I want them ready and able:

XO_Sirach:
::enters the bridge::

CEOBishop:
::heads for main engineering:: *Tr Chief meup*:Bea make sure to notify me when our guests get ready to arrive

SO_Wilk:
::follows the XO::

CMO_Cole:
CO:  Very well, anything in particular I should be looking for?

SO_Wilk:
Sirach:  By the way, here are the reports on the sensor systems.  Everything checks out

CO_Vid:
*XO*: Sirach please monitor all COMM:

XO_Sirach:
*CO* Aye

EO_Cerdan:
CEO: Any orders?or back to systems scans

CNS_Warke:
Vid:anything in particular?

AMB_Lili:
*Ganymede* I don't like to be kept waiting.

CEOBishop:
::Tr Chief:: Our Guest is ready to board sir::

CO_Vid:
CNS: I'll detail later:

CO_Vid:
::Heads for transporter room::

CNS_Warke:
Vid:okay

CMO_Cole:
Vid: Understood.

CNS_Warke:
~~~Cole:this could be interesting~~~

XO_Sirach:
*AMB* Greeting Ambassador Lili, my name is Lt. Sirach and please accept my apologizes for your having to wait

CEOBishop:
*Tr Chief* Beam her up *CO* Our guest is coming on board

XO_Sirach:
*AMB* You may board when you are ready

CMO_Cole:
~~~~Warke: That it could, that it could, perhaps we should co-ordinate our efforts?

CO_Vid:
::Enters TR room just before they materialize::

AMB_Lili:
*Mr. Sirach* I would hope you would apologize. You can beam us when you are ready.

CMO_Cole:
::walks out of CB1 heading to turbolift::

CNS_Warke:
~~~Cole:my thoughts exactly~~~

CNS_Warke:
::walks with Cole::

CO_Vid:
<Chief>:Pipe them aboard:

XO_Sirach:
*AMB* Of course ::from the Tactical station beams the AMB and her people directly to transporter room one::

CEOBishop:
::arrives in engineering and shoos off a pesky Starbase technician::

AMB_Lili (Sound - Transporter.wav):
:: Shimmers ::

CMO_Cole:
~~~~Warke:  Well I’m going to head into sickbay, I think a good way to do this would be to start calling people in for a standard examination, you can just happen to be there.... Sound good?~~~~

EO_Cerdan:
::Enters TL:: Deck33 Main Engineering.

SO_Wilk:
::meanders over to the science station and pulls up information on our new guests::

AMB_Lili:
:: Steps down off the pad with the delegation ::

CMO_Cole:
::enters TL:: TL:  Sickbay.

CO_Vid:
AMB: Welcome aboard the Ganymede:

CNS_Warke:
~~Cole:yes and we can compare data immediately instead of having to do that later~~~

AMB_Lili:
Captain: I presume you are the highest ranking officer on this small tug. Would you care to escort me to my suite?

XO_Sirach:
::sending last bit of information to the security teams, making sure that the AMB will be well protected during her visit::

AMB_Lili:
:: Carrying only one small white box ::

CMO_Cole:
~~~~Warke: Saves time that way,  Lets begin immediately~~~~

XO_Sirach:
::making sure that two security guards are with the AMB as she voyages through the ship::

SO_Wilk:
::looks at the information::  Trallarians, eh?

CO_Vid:
AMB:Yes Ma'am I am ..If you'll follow me please:

AMB_Lili:
:: Follows the Captain ::

CNS_Warke:
~~~Cole:could make it easier for me if I exam them while their distracted by what your doing~~~

XO_Sirach:
::sends a command to the computer to send the weapons inventory results to OPS and to begin a check on the shields::

CEOBishop:
::a small beeps goes off noting a new VIP on board and adds them to the montior list::

CO_Vid:
::Takes party to TL1 Deck8::

CMO_Cole:
::walks into sickbay::  ~~~~~Warke: Good idea~~~~

CNS_Warke:
::follows Vid into sickbay::

AMB_Lili:
Captain: You expect all of us to fit into that small lift?

EO_Cerdan:
*XO* Starting system scan on tactical now sir.

CO_Vid:
Amb.:Maam You and your party will be housed on the same deck as my quarters:

CMO_Cole:
::notices a small beep on his monitor, indicating a new person has come onboard::

AMB_Lili:
:: Signals to the rest of the delegation to wait behind while only the Captain and her enter the TL ::

XO_Sirach:
*EO* Good, send the results to my PADD as soon as they are completed

EO_Cerdan:
*XO* acknowledged

CNS_Warke:
Cole:someone new?

SO_Wilk:
::taps the console with one hand and rubs chin with the other::

CO_Vid:
AMB: You have something confidential on your mind?

AMB_Lili:
:: In TL with Captain, nestles up next to the Captain:: Well sir, I like a man in uniform, would you care to join me for a nightcap later?

CMO_Cole:
Warke: Yes,  we have a VIP onboard,  a Trallarian. Most unusual.

XO_Sirach:
::reviewing the VIP status report...adds a small security team to escort the delegates::

CEOBishop:
::Finishes going over the Starbase technical staff's report::

CNS_Warke:
Cole:someone is worried about security

CEOBishop:
::notes the common quips about my various improvements::

CO_Vid:
AMB: I will of course join you ....for social reasons I am as you can see Vulcan

CEOBishop:
XO: I'm routing my summary of the Starbase's technical report

CMO_Cole:
Warke: It would appear so.  Well nothing to do about that at present.  I’m going to start calling crew in, you can rotate between Dr. Morden and myself as we run the physicals.

CEOBishop:
*XO* To your PADD

AMB_Lili:
Captain: And that's what intrigues me. I it true that you only procreate every seven years?

XO_Sirach:
*CEO* Acknowledged

CMO_Cole:
::logs into console and sends messages to all off duty ENG and SCI staff, to report ASAP.  On duty personnel are requested to log in with sickbay to arrange a time::

XO_Sirach:
::reviews the technical report:: *CEO* Thank you

SO_Wilk:
XO:  With your permission, sir.  I would like to continue my research in the lab

CNS_Warke:
Cole:the two Vulcans on our crew will need to be distracted a lot especially Sirach

AMB_Lili:
:: Runs hand down the small of Vid’s back ::

CO_Vid:
AMB: Yes Ma'am and I have not yet reached that stage in time:

EO_Cerdan:
CEO:: I show a glitch in long range tac sensers,should get a crew on it before sending report to XO?

XO_Sirach:
SO: Permission granted, however don't leave until you have a replacement to take your place

CEOBishop:
::receives CMO's report and makes arrangements for his shift to be extended::

CMO_Cole:
Warke: I've sent the messages through the personal mailboxes.

SO_Wilk:
XO:  Understood, sir

AMB_Lili:
:: Mutters as TL doors open :: We'll see about that.

CO_Vid:
::feels relieved it is still 5 months away::

CEOBishop:
EO:Dont worry about it, I'll take a look at it myself

CMO_Cole:
::off duty crew begin to file into sickbay, they are taken to the back by medics and disrobed, awaiting their physicals::

SO_Wilk:
::activates comm panel to alert second watch science officer::

CNS_Warke:
Cole:then we won't see the on duty personnel until they have to come in

AMB_Lili:
:: Follow's the Captain right to the guest quarters ::

CEOBishop:
::grabs his repair kit and heads for the main tactical sensor array maintenance room::

CO_Vid:
AMB: We haven’t been told of the status of your visit here with us:

XO_Sirach:
::makes sure that security is there to greet our guest at her quarters::

SO_Wilk:
::enters the TL when the science officer arrives::  Sickbay

AMB_Lili:
Captain: In due time, would you show me in please?

CO_Vid:
AMB: Nor of any course or destination as yet:

CMO_Cole:
Warke: Nothing will raise alarm like calling them in on duty, the computer is set to automatically order them to report as they come off duty.  Should not take more than a few days at the most.

CO_Vid:
AMB: As you wish:

CNS_Warke:
::gets a datapad and sets it up so she can just put info about the crew men into it instantly as she examines them::

CO_Vid:
::Opens door to AMB quarters::

EO_Cerdan:
*CEO* That’s relay 22 JT 41 ,section 7 deck21

CMO_Cole:
::watching the off duty crew beginning their examinations::

SO_Wilk:
::exits the TL and enters sickbay::

CEOBishop:
*XO*:I've just received a report of a glitch in the long range tactical sensors, its only a minor one, probably nothing to worry about

CO_Vid:
AMB: Excuse me while I check on my crew:

AMB_Lili:
Captain: I’m appalled at the color of the walls. They clash with my hair. Isn't there a better suite available?... Perhaps closer to yours.

CNS_Warke:
Cole:I know Sirach is quite defensive about having me examine him.  he's told me our next appointment will be when he's dead

SO_Wilk:
Cole:  Hey doc

CO_Vid:
*XO*:Sirach Status report:

XO_Sirach:
*CEO* How long to repair it?

CEOBishop:
*EO*:Thank you

CMO_Cole:
Wayne: Hello Wayne, if you will follow Dr. Lane here, she will show you to the changing room, I will be with you in a second.

CEOBishop:
*XO*Not long, a few hours max

AMB_Lili:
Captain: Wouldn't you like to know where you will be going?

CNS_Warke:
::as the medical examinations are being done she starts her examinations of the crew while their distracted::

SO_Wilk:
Cole: Whoa!  Changing room?  What?

XO_Sirach:
*CO* All is calm, security has their orders and we are in VIP status...

CMO_Cole:
~~~~~Warke: Well then we won't inform him that we are running evaluations~~~

CO_Vid:
AMB: The thought did cross my mind:

XO_Sirach:
*CEO* Sounds good, let me know when the repairs are complete

CMO_Cole:
Wayne:  ::Makes placating and distracting conversation while Wayne is led away::

CO_Vid:
*XO*: Acknowledged :

CEOBishop:
::arrives in tactical sensor room and opens up a panel that controls the affected area::

CNS_Warke:
~~~Cole:still he will need to be distracted when he sees me~~~

SO_Wilk:
Cole:  Hey!  What are you doing?  I just came down to...ouch!  Marcus!!

XO_Sirach:
::staring over the relief team's shoulder::

AMB_Lili:
Captain: You need to make way to New Geneva. And please bring me a bottle of Champaign when you get off duty. Delivered by you personally.

EO_Cerdan:
*XO* sending tactical scan report to your station now sir.

CMO_Cole:
::hands Wayne firmly over to Dr. Lane, while moving to intercept the next surprised victim....::

XO_Sirach:
*EO* Acknowledged, thank you

AMB_Lili:
:: Sets box on table and takes a seat at the window in an inviting fashion ::

CO_Vid:
AMB: Very well Ma'am New Geneva it is.. :

XO_Sirach:
::asking relief tactical officer what he thinks of the tactical report::

CMO_Cole:
::acts as a door guard, not allowing anyone to get out, and steering people in as they arrive::

SO_Wilk:
Cole:  Hey!  Marcus!

CEOBishop:
::runs a multiphasic spectral analysis::

CO_Vid:
AMB: If you will excuse me I'll get us underway:

CNS_Warke:
::starts file on Wayne and starts her examination of him while the medical examination is done at same time::

AMB_Lili:
:: Sighs as the Captain leaves the room ::

CMO_Cole:
Wayne: Yes?  Oh I’m sorry, your regular physical time is already here.  How time flies doesn’t it?  So were just going to do some normal testing.

CO_Vid:
::Exits quarters and heads to TL1:

CNS_Warke:
Wilk:cooperate with Dr. Lane

XO_Sirach:
::trying to get an honest opinion out of the relief TAC...but for some reason he's very nervous and keeps stumbling over his words::

CMO_Cole:
<Dr. Lane>  ::whisks Wayne away to the exam room quietly and efficiently::

CO_Vid:
::Enters TL1< Bridge>::

XO_Sirach:
::thanks him for his input and tells him to continue his tasks::

SO_Wilk:
::gets extremely frustrated::

CNS_Warke:
::follows Dr.Lane::

XO_Sirach:
::walks around the bridge reading the reports on the PADD::

CMO_Cole:
<Dr. Lane> Efficiently running her tests, while heading off any and all conversation and attempts to escape::

SO_Wilk:
Warke:  Counselor?  I just came down to get some info!  My exam isn't for another month!!

AMB_Lili:
*Hello, um Hello?... is anyone listening? Bridge? I could use some sustenance here could you see to it as soon as possible? *

CEOBishop:
::finds that one of the Starbase technicians left a few crumbs on a key circuit after their lunch break, he cleans them off and tests the circuit::

CO_Vid:
*XO*:Sirach I am on my way to the bridge as soon as we are ready engage the auto helm and take us out of Spacedock:

EO_Cerdan:
*XO* Running diag on life support,any  climate control adjustments for our guests?

CNS_Warke:
::gives Wayne an mental examination while distracted::

CMO_Cole:
<Dr. Lane>  ::extracts a fluid sample and begins reflex testing::

XO_Sirach:
CO: Aye Captain, how's our guest doing?

CMO_Cole:
::heading off potential escapee's::

XO_Sirach:
*EO* I don't believe so, but feel free to ask her yourself

SO_Wilk:
::jerks around:: Hey!  Watch it doc!

XO_Sirach:
*AMB* Something we can help you with Ambassador?

EO_Cerdan:
*XO* aye sir

CO_Vid:
XO:Sirach very......emotional:

CNS_Warke:
::continue mental exam of Wayne:: Wayne:CO's orders

CMO_Cole:
::looks at padd and frowns::  *Cerdan*  Dr. Cole to Cerdan, please report to sickbay immediately.

SO_Wilk:
Warke:  You gotta be kidding! Right?

CNS_Warke:
Wayne:no

CO_Vid:
::Exits TL1 and enters bridge::

SO_Wilk:
::sighs::  Warke:  Well how long is this going to take?

CO_Vid:
XO:status Sirach?:

XO_Sirach:
::finalizing the commands for the auto helm::

AMB_Lili:
*Who is this?... You're not the Captain?... I would like the Captain to bring some wine and cheese to my suite... if you call this a suite. *

CNS_Warke:
::almost finish mental exam:: Wayne:ask Dr.Lane

XO_Sirach:
CO: The auto helm is ready...we can pull out of the Spacedock on your command

EO_Cerdan:
*CMO* I'm alittle busy right now,it can wait till were under way ?

CEOBishop:
::runs a full check and finds the sensors working perfectly:: *XO*Sir repairs complete on the sensor array

SO_Wilk:
::mumbling incoherently::

CMO_Cole:
<Dr. Lane>  Attaches probe to back of Wayne's neck, extracting cranial fluid samples::  Wayne: All done.  You may proceed to Dr. Morden for you reflex scanning.  ::calls a medic who whisks Wayne away::

XO_Sirach:
*AMB* I am Lt. Sirach, I'm the Executive Officer on the Ganymede and I'll be sure to pass that message along to the Captain

CEOBishop:
::heads back to the engine room::

CNS_Warke:
::finishes exam on Wayne and goes out to look for next patient::

SO_Wilk:
::looks up quickly::  What?  Another test??

CMO_Cole:
*EO*  You have 15 minutes.

XO_Sirach:
CO: Apparently our guest would like you to deliver some wine and cheese to her suite

CO_Vid:
XO:Sirach the Ambassador?:

AMB_Lili:
*Lt.: You do that. ::Sigh:: *

XO_Sirach:
CO: yes Captain

CMO_Cole:
<Medic_Flunky> ::whisks Wayne off to Dr. Morden who begins running a large odd looking device over Wilk::

CEOBishop:
::arrives in the engine room and hears Cerdan arguing with the doctor::

Kris:
ACTION: THE AMBASSADOR'S FOUR TIRED-LOOKING ATTENDANTS SEEM RELIEVED THAT SHE'S LEAVING THEM ALONG AND PESTERING THE SHIP'S OFFICERS.

SO_Wilk:
::trying to calm down::  For the love of...

CEOBishop:
Cerdan: having a disagreement with the good doctor?

CO_Vid:
XO:Sirach set auto helm for New Geneva:

EO_Cerdan:
*CMO* aye sir  :: Tries to think of way to get out of physical::

XO_Sirach:
CO: Aye Captain

CNS_Warke:
::begins rotating between the doctors giving patients mental examinations and putting the results in her datapad::

XO_Sirach:
::sets the auto helm to pull out of space dock and head towards New Geneva::

CMO_Cole:
<Dr. Morden>  ::finishing scans sends Wayne off back to duty::

CNS_Warke:
Bishop:just in time for your examination

CO_Vid:
*AMB*: I will have an orderly attend to our needs at this time:

EO_Cerdan:
CEO:: Doc doing everyone,I don't have time right now.

CEOBishop:
CMO: I require my man to be at his post

SO_Wilk:
::scurries off to find Cole::

XO_Sirach:
CO: May I ask why it is that we're going to New Geneva?

CEOBishop:
Cerdan: Don’t worry about it

CMO_Cole:
<Dr. Morden> Wayne: Your free to go.   Dr. Lane: Next!

XO_Sirach:
::watches the viewscreen as the Ganymede pulls out of the space dock and heads towards open space::

SO_Wilk:
Cole:  Now what was that all about?

CMO_Cole:
*CEO* Very well then, since he is quite capable of watching engineering, your next.  Cole out.

AMB_Lili:
*Oh Captain you're so sweet, but that's really not necessary. You can take care of it when you get off duty. But thanks anyways.*

CNS_Warke:
Bishop:would you like your exam now or later?

EO_Cerdan:
CEO: you over riding the Doc's order?

CMO_Cole:
Wayne: Orders.

AMB_Lili:
:: Begins to rearrange the furniture in her room ::

CO_Vid:
XO: We are transporting the AMB to a meeting concerning the Romulans:

CNS_Warke:
Bishop:CO's orders that everyone be examined

SO_Wilk:
Cole:  Right...anyway, I need all the data that was retrieved from those stasis pods.

CEOBishop:
EO: yes I am, *CNS* My AEO and Myself will report at the END of our duty shift

XO_Sirach:
CO: I see, it seems to me that this Ambassador has developed...a certain..liking for you sir

AMB_Lili:
*Bridge* Please have some fresh flowers delivered to my room.

EO_Cerdan:
CEO: YES!

CO_Vid:
*Amb*: I will attend to your request during my off duty hrs. I will have flowers sent now:

AMB_Lili:
:: Moves the couch directly in front of the windows.

CNS_Warke:
Bishop:we're finished with Wayne

CEOBishop:
*CMO*We will be happy to report for our physicals As soon as our duty shift is over Bishop out::

CMO_Cole:
Wayne: Alright, access files ODC0987 - 0998 on the Medcon system, that should tell you what you need to know.

AMB_Lili:
*Captain* You are a saint. I can't wait to see you.

SO_Wilk:
Cole:  Good deal, thanks

CMO_Cole:
*CEO* Very good, from ships roster that will be in 4.5 hours.  See you then.

CNS_Warke:
Cole:any more patients?

CO_Vid:
AMB: I'm sure :

AMB_Lili:
:: Exits to the bedroom and disrobes to change clothes... something more comfortable ::

CEOBishop:
*CMO*Agreed, But don’t ever try to pull a member of my staff of his shift again Bishop Out::

SO_Wilk:
::walks over to a console in sickbay and pulls out his PADD::

CO_Vid:
::raises eyebrow in puzzlement::

CEOBishop:
::feeling particularly livid::

AMB_Lili:
:: Taps padd next to bed to lock doors to suite ::

CMO_Cole:
Warke: Eng is coming in about 4.5 hours.  Other than that, all stations are at duty.  So we wait until the next cycle.

XO_Sirach:
CO: Perhaps this would be a good time for the CMO to give the Ambassador a check up

CNS_Warke:
Cole:I guess we can compare our data now while we wait

EO_Cerdan:
::Starts scan on anti matter inducer systems::

CMO_Cole:
::walks over to console in office, and finally gets the chance to pull up our guest's med records.... strangely they are rather......vague::

SO_Wilk:
::takes the data from the PADD and leaves sickbay::

CMO_Cole:
Warke: Look at this, ::points to data::

CO_Vid:
XO: Agreed.. But I'm not sure Dr. Cole is quite prepared for this one:

CNS_Warke:
::looks at records:: Cole:they seem unusually vague

CEOBishop:
EO: I must say Some of these doctors can be overly aggressive when it comes to their opinion of what’s best for the crew

XO_Sirach:
CO: I guess we'll find out

CMO_Cole:
Warke: We shall have to remedy that....  Hmmmm

SO_Wilk:
::enters TL::  Crew quarters

EO_Cerdan:
CEO:  I'm running 4 different systems right now ,he just didn't understand

CO_Vid:
*AMB*: Sorry to inconvenience you but Starfleet requires you to submit to a minor physical:

AMB_Lili:
*Captain* I understand, but only if supervised by the senior officer.

CNS_Warke:
Cole:I agree

SO_Wilk:
::exits the TL and walks to his quarters::

XO_Sirach:
CO: Should I send Cole to the Ambassador's suite?

CO_Vid:
*AMB*: I will supervise at your request:

AMB_Lili:
*Captain* I'd love to see you again.

CEOBishop:
EO You did the right thing by staying at your post, The CMO has no right to simply pull you off at a whim

CO_Vid:
XO:Not yet I need to be there as well:

EO_Cerdan:
CEO: Things will slow down once were under way.

AMB_Lili:
:: Puts on a nice lacey gown to meet with the CMO and the CO ::

XO_Sirach:
CO: Understood ::raises an eyebrow::

XO_Sirach:
CO: Good luck

Kris:
<<<<<<<<PAUSE MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>



